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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No:_______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Summer Examination-2020 

 

Subject Name: Compulsory English 
 

Subject Code:4AH01COE2    Branch: B.A. (All), B.A.LL.B. 

    

Semester: 1         Date: 24/02/2020   Time: 02:30 To 05:30 Marks: 70 

 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1 (A) Each of the following questions has four options. Choose the most appropriate options 

from the given and write answer of it. 

(08)  

 1.  This is ______ giant elephant. 

a) the                          b) a                        c) an                         d) No Article 

 

 2.  Last night, he _______ to Nehru Bridge. 

a) goes                        b) is gone              c) went                    d) has gone 

 

 3.  Knowledge is _______ noun. 

a) Proper                     b) abstract             c) Collective          d) Common  

 

 4.  He proposed her yesterday. Which of the following is the correct parts of speech for the 

underlined word? 

a) Verb                        b) adjective          c) adverb               d) preposition 

 

 5.  _____ he write _____ essay on Monday?  

a) Do/a                         b) Does / an c) Is / ad) Has / an 

 

 6.  Which of the following is a antonym for the word ‘tough’? 

a) Rigid                     b) Easy                      c) Only                    d) Wood 

 

 7.  My brother ____________ this final match tomorrow. 

a) will win              b) shall win             c) will be winning   d) will have won 

 

 8.  What was Pahom’s main work? 

a) Peasant              b) Businessman       c) Engineer           d) Doctor 
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Q-1 (B)  Match the Column ‘A’ (Name of the Story/Poem) appropriately with Column ‘B’ 

 (Its Author). 

(06) 

  Column ‘A’ (Name of the Story/Poem)         -   Column ‘B’ (Its Author)  

  1) Solitary Reaper                                                   a) John Galsworthy  

        2)   The Verger                                                         b) Robert Burns  

  3) The Necklace                                                      c) Mulkraj Anand  

  4) The Lost Child                                                    d) R. K. Narayan  

  5) A Red, Red Rose-                                               e)  Maupassant  

  6) Quality                                                                 f) Somerset Maugham  

             g) William Wordsworth  

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

 

Q-2 (A) What kind of moral lesson do you learn from the story How Much Land Does a Man Need? (07) 

    

Q-2 (B) Write in about 150 words the central theme of Sonnet 9 by William Shakespeare. (07) 

    

Q-3   Insert the article A, An or The wherever is applicable. Write NA if no article required. 

i) This is ______ new cell phone. 

ii) _____ Cow is _____ useful animal. 

iii) Yesterday, I saw ______ elephant on the road. 

iv) Meet Dr. John here. He is _____ director of the company. 

v) I have drunk _____ two cups of coffee in ____ morning. 

vi) Would you like to have ____ chocolate or ______ egg? 

vii) I have read ______ Ramayana three times so far. 

viii)  Is this ___ old book? Yes, It is. 

ix) Do you wish to buy ____ article? 

x) _____ Narmada is ______ longest river of Gujarat. 

xi) My cousin is learning ______ German for three months. 

xii) ____ cup lying on _____ table is broken. 

xiii)  I have _____ newest radio with me. 

xiv)  ____ India is incredible country. 

(14) 

    

Q-4 (A) Discuss the end of the story The Necklace. (07) 

Q-4 (B) Translate into English: 

૧. આ તમારો કેમેરો છે. 
(07) 
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૨. હ ું રોજ સાુંજે ૨ કકમી ચાલ  છું. 

૩. વિજય મારો વમત્ર છે. 

૪. અહીં કોણ ઉભ ું છે? 

૫. તમે ગઈકાે કેટા સમોસા ખાધા? 

૬. જ ઓ, મારા વમત્રો મેચમાું ઝડથી દોડે છે. 

૭.આિતતમાનત્ર ગ જરાતી ભાષામાું છે. 

Q-5 (A) Find out and write the name of Parts of Speech of the underlined words: 

1. Alas! She is dead. 

2. The down train is very late today. 

3. Look, my pink kite is flying so high in the sky. 

4. The cousin runs so fast.                      . 

5. The guests are talking slowly. 

6. This room is vacant now. 

7. Army is sent to Mumbai to stop riots.  

(07) 

    

Q-5 (B) Using simple present tense, write in 150 words on What do you do on Sunday? (07) 

    

Q-6  Explain the following terms: 

i)Common Noun             ii) Preposition              iii) Conjunction 

iv) Interjection                  v) Adjective                 vi) Adverb               vii) Abstract Noun 

(14) 

    

Q-7 (A) Write in detail the central idea of the poem A Poison Tree. (07) 

Q-7 (B) Using an appropriate tense, write a paragraph in about 100 words on The Dream I saw 

yesterday night 

(07) 

Q-8 (A) Form a new word using appropriate suffixes –ion, -cal, -tion, -ment, -ly, -ness. 

1) Enjoy    2) Classy  3) Polite  4) Champ   5) Classify    6) Happy   7) Swift 

(07) 

    

Q-8 (B) Write a central idea of the story The Lost Child. (07) 

 


